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About us :
Goodluck Foundation is continuously working with determination
and sincerity for the society for last 5 years. It got registered with the
Govt. of India as an NGO back in 2018. Currently we are working in 7
States providing the service of brain intelligence test cum counseling.
We are continuously making efforts to work on pan india level. Also we
have recently launched our programme of "Aayurved Medicine" to
serve the people.

Mission
We are constantly putting together information about intellectual
challenges, professionals with different specializations, parent support
groups, schools, NGOs working in this eld, etc. that you may choose
from to suit your child’s needs.

Vision
GoodLuck Foundation drives social change by fostering an environment
where young adults & children learn, lead and thrive

Howard Gardner's,
"Theory of Multiple
Intelligences"
About TMI
Howard Earl Gardner (born July 11, 1943) is an American developmental
psychologist and Research Professor of Cognition and Education at the Harvard
Graduate School of Education at Harvard University. He is best known for his
theory of multiple intelligence, as outlined in his 1983 book Frames of Mind.
The theory of multiple intelligences proposes the differentiation of human
intelligence into specic “modalities of intelligence”, rather than dening intelligence
as a single, general ability.

General Variant (1) :
INFERIOR FRONTAL LOBE
Associated With Concept
Perception, Reasoning
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PARIETAL LOBE
Associated With
Movement, Orientation,
Perception Of Stimuli
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PRE FRONTAL LOBE
Associated with Reasoning,
Planning, Parts of Speech

OCCIPITAL LOBE
Associated With
Visual Processing

TEMPORAL LOBE
Associate With Perception
And Precognition Of Auditory
Stimuli, Memory And Speech

Hemispheres Variant (2) :
Left Brain (Right Hand)
Right thumb
Organize, management

Right pointer
Logical

Left Brain (Left Hand)
Left thumb
Creative

Left pointer
Spatial

Right middle ner
Finger movement

Left middle ner
Art, Rhythm

Right ring nger
memory, language

Left middle ner
Art, Rhythm

Right little ner
Obesarvation

Left little ner
Recognize, Picture

Intelligence test is a scientic study of ngerprint patterns that helps in
understanding an individual’s potential and personality.Intelligence
Assessment technique has been developed by scientists and research experts
from World renowned universities and is based on knowledge from Genetics,
Embryology, Dermatoglyphics, Psychology and Neuroscience. The study of
Dermatoglyphics is more than 200 years old. In former USSR, it was used to
nd talented sportsmen for Olympic Games of 1970’s. As it turned out, the
USSR took home 50 gold medals in 1972 and 125 in 1976. By the 1980’s, China
had also adopted the Russian method. Medical experts, with observation,
recording, comparison, induction and clinical experiences, conrmed that
ngerprints provide accurate analysis of a person’s Multiple Intelligences and
potential. Traditionally, IQ is used as a measurement tool of one’s level of
intelligence. Dr. Howard Gardner introduced in his book, Frames of Mind, that
man has at least 9 intelligences, and everyone has different proportions of
these intelligences. We are able to discover our congenital intelligence,
character traits and unknown potential through Dermatoglyphics. Advanced
countries such as USA, Japan and Taiwan have adopted dermatoglyphics
technology in the eld of education, human resource management,
recruitment and even identifying gifted children. The DMI test has also helped
lakhs of students in China, Indonesia, Malaysia, Singapore, Thailand, Taiwan &
India for the past 10 years and is continuing to do so successfully.

Programmes
we offer :
1

Brain Intelligence Test
We at goodluck foundation are providing the facility of brain intelligence
test. In a Brian Intelligence Test we scan the ngerprints and analyses their
functioning of brain and their multiple intelligences. We have a team of well
trained and expert analysts who analyze the ngerprint and prepare the
reports with an accuracy of 90-95%.

2

Counseling Service
On the basis of these reports we provide counseling services to the
concerned person. Our counselors are highly experienced and very much
focused on completely satisfying the person with all their doubts, problems
and concerns.

Beneﬁts Of Intelligence Test Cum Counseling
1. For Students
Provide them the best career options with highest success ratio and help
in developing their overall personality.
2. For Parents
Gives them the best way of parenting and methods of teaching their children.
Also help in the coordination of the parents & their children so as to avoid
issues arising due to generation gap or communication gap.
3. For Adults
Provides them with great suggestion to improve their performance in their
professional life be it their business or their job.
4. For Couples
Gives them the solutions to resolve problems in their married life, avoid
issues and have a smooth and happy married life.

For Queries :

Head Oﬃce : Ward No.8, Near Jammar Well, Sardarsahar, Churu (Raj.) 331403

Mobile : (+91) 7413018388 | Email : goodluckfoundationjpr@gmail.com
Web : www.goodluckfoundation.com

